
marketers and their agencies are split over
whether the future of Hispanic media is in English
or Spanish, but plan to increase their spending in
2006 in most Hispanic media regardless of language.

An exclusive Advertising Age survey of 479
marketers and agencies found that 81.2% of re-
spondents expect the Hispanic ad budgets they are
responsible for to grow in 2006, while 16.8% will
remain the same and just 2.0% are likely to fall.

The greatest number, 65.2%, said they will in-
crease spending online. It’s not surprising that
figure is so high since many Hispanic marketers
have done little if anything online yet (see related
story, right). Almost as many, 62.8%, plan to
spend more on events and buzz marketing.
Slightly more than half of respondents said they
will boost spending on radio and TV. Newspapers
fared the worst, with just 31.6% of respondents
saying they plan to spend more on the medium,
while 17.5% expect to cut newspaper spending
and half said they will stay at the same level.

HEINEKEN, MCD’S AND COKE
Asked to name the brands they think are doing
the most interesting work in the Hispanic market,
the top choice was Heineken (13.2%), followed
by McDonald’s (12.8%) and Coca-Cola (11.6%). 

Language is a hotly-debated
topic for Hispanic marketers. Al-
though the prevalent view is that
the future lies in both Spanish and
English-language media, the ma-
jority of ad dollars still go to Span-
ish-language TV. And English-
language Hispanic media often
finds itself shut out of both Hispan-
ic and general market ad budgets. 

Asked whether they expect the
current situation—most Hispanic-
targeted media is in Spanish—to
change, 51.7% of respondents said
no, and 48.3% said yes. Several
hundred write-in responses expanded on those one-
word votes. Pro-English respondents argued that
the younger generation is bilingual or English-
speaking, that the most affluent Hispanics are accul-
turated, and that use of Spanglish is growing. 

“This [bilingual] group will change the fabric of
Hispanic-targeted media as a whole,” said one re-

spondent. “That’s where lots of companies have it all
wrong. ... Most second-generation Hispanics aren’t
watching ‘Sabado Gigante.’ They’re watching ‘CSI,‘
‘Entourage,’ etc., just like the regular white folk.” 

“Outlets like Mun2, SiTV, or Hurban radio
stations ... target [the more acculturated] demo-
graphic,” said another. “The number of media

outlets targeting the bilingual
Hispanic market is going to
continue growing.”

No matter which language
they favored, many respon-
dents said it’s about culture and
not language anymore.

Advocates of Spanish point-
ed out that the continuous in-
flux of Latin American immi-
grants makes Spanish
necessary, that using the lan-
guage helps advertisers connect
with consumers, and that
Spanish is a second language

now in America. And the Hispanic influence is
reaching even general-market media.

“For newly arrived immigrants that are our
target audience, Spanish language will continue to
be key,” said one respondent. “However, in cer-
tain DMAs we will be placing Spanish-language
ads on English TV to reach a bilingual audience.”

Much of the survey, first presented at the re-
cent Hispanic Magazine Summit organized by
Ad Age and the Magazine Publishers of America,
focused on magazines. 

In one significant finding for magazine pub-
lishers, events and online advertising and promo-
tions were two highly rated options when buying
magazine ad space, cited by 51.8% and 43.3% of
respondents respectively. But only 25.8% of re-
spondents said they are satisfied with the events
offered by magazines, and just 18.8% expressed
satisfaction with magazines’ online options.

The study, done in partnership with the MPA,
was conducted online by Advantage Business Re-
search in September 2005. Of the 479 respon-
dents, 30.5% were marketers and 67.5% were ad
agency or media buying service executives.

In other findings, respondents asked which His-
panic magazines they are most familiar with cited
People en Español, Latina, Hispanic Business,
Vanidadesand Cosmopolitan en Español.Few peo-
ple have any idea how many Hispanic-targeted
magazines are published. Almost half of respon-
dents guessed that there are 20 or fewer Hispanic ti-
tles, and just 17.5% knew—or guessed—that there
are more than 100. The correct answer, according to
Latino Print Network: There are 118 national U.S.
Hispanic magazines, plus 112 Latin America-based
titles with U.S. circulation. 

Multicultural

Marketers and agencies tussle over tongues
But whether Hispanic media’s
future is in English or Español,
spending continues to rise
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Did you get our point?

Subscribe today and make sure you get Point. Call 1-888-288-5900 or subs@crain.com.
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IAB to honor
pioneers in
online media
THE INTERACTIVE Advertising
Bureau will name 10 online Pioneros,
or industry pioneers, this week in an
effort to promote Hispanic online
media. The Pioneroswill be honored
in a testimonial campaign in 2006 to
demonstrate how marketers are
using Hispanic online advertising
effectively. Interactive-ad spending
is growing rapidly in the Hispanic
market but totaled only about $60
million this year, according to
industry estimates.

Four of the Pionerosare from
full-service Hispanic ad agen cies,
one is from a multicultural-media-
buying shop and three started their
own Hispanic interactive agencies.
One is a marketer, and the other
runs a Hispanic Web site.

The sole marketer among the
Pionerosis Gilbert Monge, director
of interactive marketing at Century
21, where he developed the real-
estate company’s Spanish-language
Web site, Century21espanol.com,
and oversees award-winning online
ads created by the Vidal Partnership.

The four Pionerosfrom leading
Hispanic ad agencies are Alberto
Ferrer, VP, the Vidal Partnership,
New York; Anne Howard, director of
online services, La Agencia de Orci,
Los Angeles; Jorge Mercado, digital-
marketing manager and media
supervisor, Accentmarketing,
Miami; and Debra Nason, managing
director, Bromley Interlink, San
Antonio. Marla Skiko, VP-director of
digital innovation at multicultural-
media agency Tapestry, Chicago,
was also named.

Three online entrepreneurs who
started their own Hispanic interactive
solutions agencies are Pioneros:
John Santiago and Paul Suskey, co-
CEOs of Media 8, Miami; and Lee
Vann, president, Captura Group, San
Diego. Another Web entrepreneur,
Eugenio “Gene” Bryan, CEO of
HispanicAd.com, was also named.

-LAUREL WENTZ

PRESS TIME

MAGAZINES: Buyers look for events, online promos.
Source: Advertising Ageand MPA Hispanic Market Research

Best-known 
Hispanic magazines*
�  People en Español  
�  Latina
�  Hispanic Business
�  Vanidades
�  Cosmopolitan en Español  
�  Hispanic
�  Selecciones
�  TV y Novelas
�  Cristina
�  Maxim en Español  
*Spontaneously cited by survey respondents

Ad Agesurveys marketers’ and agencies’growing use of magazines and other U.S. Hispanic media.


